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Program Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
August 19, 2019; 1:00 – 3:00 PM  
PBEM, 9911 SE Bush, Portland, Executive Conference Room 

 

 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE (Quorum reached: 8 of 13 active positions represented) 

1. Alice Busch, REMTEC Chair 
2. Sherrie Forsloff, Hospital EM Committee Representative 
3. Jack Nuttall, Public Health WG Chair 
4. Rob Root, Fire/EMS WG Representative (for Steve Bregman) 
5. Michael Smith, PDCC Representative 
6. Alex Ubiadas, Jr., Transit WG Chair 
7. Jeremy Van Keuren, Citizen Corps WG Representative (for Renate Garrison, Chair) 
8. Lonny Welter, PWWG Chair 
9. John Wheeler, Program Committee Chair 
10. Katy Wolf, Program Committee Vice Chair 

 
RDPO/PBEM Staff and Other Attendees: 

11. Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
12. Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 
13. Eric Missman, RDPO Staff Assistant 
14. Laura Hanson, RDPO Planning Coordinator 
15. Kirsten Ingersoll, Clackamas County PH 

 
 

1. Welcome, Introductions, and Agenda Review – John Wheeler, Committee Chair 

• At 1:01 pm, Chair Wheeler called the meeting to order, welcomed everyone, and asked for self-
introductions. The meeting agenda was also briefly reviewed. 

2. Administrative Matters – John Wheeler, Committee Chair 

• Chair Wheeler called for comments and a motion to approve minutes from the June 17 meeting. Mr. 
Welter motioned to approve, with a second from Mr. Ubiadas. With all in favor of the motion and 
none opposed, previous meeting minutes were approved.   

3. RDPO Update – Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 

• Chair Wheeler called on Ms. Barrett to update members on recent activity in relation to the Steering 
and Policy Committees, as well as other organizational developments of note. 

i. At the Steering Committee’s August meeting, they heard updates on Oregon’s recent 
legislative wins, losses, and on some bills that have the potential for comeback in the 2020 
short session. Of note was the passing of HB2206 mandating implementation of a post-
disaster building inspection program under the state fire marshal’s office; HB 2209, which will 
require railroads operating high hazard routes to have spill contingency plans; and HB 5005, 
funding an abatement study for the CEI Hub. Bills that did not pass were SB 95, which would 
have required bulk petroleum terminal owners/operators to conduct seismic vulnerability 
assessments, and the authorization of $12 million in funding for the ShakeAlert and 2 Weeks 
Ready projects. HB 2008, which would have established the URM seismic retrofitting grant 
program, also did not pass. In the short session, which begins January 2020, we may see a 
funding request for the State Building Assessment Program, as well as a second attempt to 
pass the ShakeAlert, Two Weeks’ Ready and S.B. 95 bills. We will continue to connect with the 
Oregon State Resilience Officer Mike Harryman to get updates. 

https://www.shakealert.org/
https://www.shakealert.org/
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/hazardsprep/Pages/2-Weeks-Ready.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/hazardsprep/Pages/2-Weeks-Ready.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/hazardsprep/Pages/2-Weeks-Ready.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/oem/hazardsprep/Pages/2-Weeks-Ready.aspx
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ii. Recently, the state Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI), reported a 
significant over-expenditure of state general funds. DOGAMI has been a significant partner in 
several key RDPO projects, and it has raised concern among some RDPO stakeholders that 
DOGAMI needs additional state funding resources to support their ongoing work on behalf of 
partners like RDPO across the state. It’s possible that RDPO Steering Committee may 
recommend to the Policy Committee that RDPO take some direct action to advocate with the 
state for increased financial resources for this key partner in the future.  

iii. Chass Jones, DHS Protective Security Advisor for Oregon, presented on the Special Events 
Assessment Rating (SEAR) Program, RRAP (Regional Resilience Assessment Program) and 
other related topics. During Mr. Jones’ session, Shannon Marheine, the new head of the 
Oregon TITAN Fusion Center, introduced Dianne Greenlee as the TITAN Fusion Center’s new 
Analyst, replacing Courtney Ramsey who departed earlier this summer. Going forward, Ms. 
Greenlee will be the contact for SEAR program submissions.  

iv. Regarding recruitment for the RDPO Logistics Program Coordinator vacancy; the first round of 
interviews was held last week, with the second round (with the top 3 candidates) planned for 
later this month. The RDPO hopes to bring the new coordinator on board in September to 
work on a robust portfolio of projects under the Resource Management Sub-Committee of 
REMTEC.  

v. This Fall we will start a new strategic planning process—detailing first what the previous plan 
did for us as a region, how goals and priorities were moved forward, and how much money 
was spent. The new process will be outlined for the Program, Steering and Policy Committees 
for buy-in, and will have the intent of being as collaborative, thoughtful, and efficient as 
possible.  

4. Grant Administration Update – Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 

• Chair Wheeler called on Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator to provide administrative updates: 

i. First, for UASI ’18, all grant agreements are executed except for Columbia County, which is 
expected soon. FY ’17 activities are well underway, with progress reports available on the 
RDPO website. FY’ 16 is in the process of final closeout. Approximately $149k was unspent 
and had to be reallocated to other approved projects. This amount includes an additional $6k 
that OEM was unable to spend and released to the RDPO. Staff proposed to pay down a water 
treatment truck purchase approved under UASI 17 with the UASI 16 savings, to close the UASI 
16 grant out with a zero balance. This action, if approved would release UASI 17 dollars for 
reallocation. 

ii. Chair Wheeler asked for a motion to approve a clean-up amendment to change the UASI ‘16 
budget, reallocating line items and adding the aforementioned $6k. Ms. Busch motioned, with 
a second from Mr. Ubiadas. With all in favor of the motion to approve the budget 
amendment, and no opposition or abstentions heard, the motion was accepted. 

5. Equity Advisor Update – Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 
• Ms. Crane shared that unfortunately, no bids were received on the recently issued informal RFP, which 

was sent to certified minority, women, and emerging business consultants registered with the City of 
Portland with appropriate expertise in this area. Some feedback was returned that we may be asking 
for too much work for too little money the committee discussed a need to look at allocating additional 
funding toward the project or scaling back the work. Beth stated she will work toward some alternative 
strategies to better operationalize, one of which might be paying an on-call person already employed 
by one of our counties to do the work. An update will be provided during the next meeting in an effort 
to keep moving the initiative forward.  
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6. 2020 Pipeline Update Review – John Wheeler, Committee Chair & Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 
• Chair Wheeler provided a summary of the process to date, sharing that a small group has convened to 

begin implementation of improvements and lessons learned from the 2019 project pipeline process. 
The group met several times to draft revisions to the proposal application form and scoring sheet, as 
well as to develop a new capability assessment planning document that is planned to help ensure 
adequate justification for higher dollar equipment and supplies when purchasing over multiple years 
or project cycles.  Ms. Crane added some of the other notable changes will be to the 
evaluation/criteria checklist, changes to how NIMS compliance is expressed in proposal documentation 
and linking to resources that should help incorporate equity into proposals.  
 

• Questions/Discussion. 
i. Project Proposal Application – Mr. Welter expressed concerns around some additions here 

that will require expounding on how a project might build or maintain regional capabilities, 
and language to “include a plan”. Chair Wheeler explained the intent here is to specifically 
address situations such as the water treatment plants approved in the latest pipeline process-
- a recurring issue for several years has been absence of justification for multi-year items. As 
such, we would like to add better clarity to the form and avoid simply buying equipment year 
over year without being able to explain why we need it and who it will serve.  

ii. “Requirement to communicate with Finance” addition – Ms. Crane highlighted this addition, 
sharing that based on feedback from the grants/finance committee, it isn’t always clear what 
project managers are doing and this will put emphasis on having conversations with 
jurisdictions respective finance people before submitting projects.  

iii. NIMS Compliance – Historically, applicants have had to be NIMS compliant. Recently, while 
preparing to make a grant award, a key organization shared they were not currently NIMS 
compliant. Beth and the agency worked with OEM to make an agreement that if the agency 
would commit to being NIMS compliant within 18 months of a grant award, and made 
satisfactory progress to meet the commitment, the award could proceed.  

1. Mr. Ubiadas asked whether the application should be adjusted to call for compliance 
at the time of submittal. Ms. Hanson commented in doing this, we might constrict 
ourselves from more partnerships within the region. Ms. Bush agreed, and proposed 
reworking to emphasize “you can’t just say no” or asking the question to incite 
recipients to realize they must be NIMS compliant as a project requirement (and our 
IGAs state this requirement as well). It was agreed to adjust the language to state 
that NIMS compliance must be attained by the time of grant award (this would 
typically allow several months between submitting a project proposal and when a 
grant award is made to complete this requirement).  

iv. Scoring and Evaluation – Chair Wheeler reminded the committee that proposal scoring in the 
past was conducted by Denise and Beth [as the initial phase of ensuring the projects had been 
completed correctly and to arrive at a preliminary prioritized order]. The current proposal is 
to change to a 6-person team, including Denise, Beth, the PrC Chair and Vice Chair and two 
additional representatives from other workgroups (not the same as the Chair and Vice Chair). 
Additional changes to evaluation include adopting a 100-point scale allowing more range to 
evaluate proposals. In general, the committee was receptive to the proposed evaluation tool 
as presented with minor edits. 

v. Capability Assessment Plan – With recurring issues each project cycle surrounding equipment 
and supply purchases, Chair Wheeler explained a need to incorporate some new capability 
assessment planning to help ensure adequate justification for projects that need serial 
investment or investment in purchases greater than $5k per item. Mr. Van Keuren, 
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representing the Citizen Corps Workgroup, expressed some general concern about this new 
requirement on behalf of Renate Garrison, who believes this new planning requirement could 
be a disproportionate burden on Citizen Corps programs. The requirement makes sense for 
more expensive items, but not for smaller, recurring equipment purchases for volunteers, 
such as helmets, PPE, etc. Chair Wheeler noted that with most of the aforementioned types 
of items, the verbiage included in proposal documentation will likely be the same each cycle, 
so this may not turn into as big a problem as initially thought. Another concern expressed by 
the CCWG centers around language that “funds will be given only to new programs or those 
requesting additional capacity”. Perhaps the language should emphasize that new programs 
have priority, and get rid of the word “only”. Mr. Van Keuren stating he will revisit the topic 
with Ms. Garrison and the workgroup and come back with any remaining concerns.  

 

7. 2017 Reallocation Requests – Laura Hanson, RDPO Planning Coordinator 
• Chair Wheeler called on Laura Hanson to present on several funding reallocation requests relating to 

the DOGAMI earthquake impact analysis, Hagerty contract amendment, and THIRA/SPR consultant 
costs. Handouts were distributed to meeting attendees to provide detailed information on the 
requests.  

i. DOGAMI [Handout].  
1. A motion was called for approval of this reallocation request. Ms. Bush motioned to 

approve, with a second from Mr. Ubiadas. All were in favor with no oppositions and 
no abstentions heard. The request was approved.  

ii. Hagerty Contract Amendment [Handout]. 
1. A motion was called for approval of this reallocation request. Mr. Ubiadas 

motioned, with a second from Mr. Welter. All were in favor with no oppositions and 
no abstentions heard. The request was approved. 

iii. THIRA/SPR Consultant 
1. Laura reported on the online vote last week related to providing funding to hire a 

consultant to conduct the THIRA for this cycle. Eleven of the 13 voting members 
voted. Two abstained. Of those, all voted in favor of approving the amendment. The 
final tally is on file at PBEM and available upon request. 
  

8. RDPO Program Management SOP Review & Revision – Beth Crane 

• Beth gave a brief update on the review process and the timeline for revision of the RDPO Program 
Management SOP. Beth, Denise, Somer Erickson (PBEM Fiscal Manager), Mr. Ubiadas, and John 
Wheeler have reviewed the SOP and suggested updates. The next step is to send the draft to OEM for 
their review. The final steps will be a formal presentation to Program and Steering Committees for 
their approval and then on to Policy Committee for their review and approval.  They hope to bring 
completed revisions to the Program and Steering Committee meetings in October to Policy Committee 
at their winter meeting.  

9. Round Table / Good of the order 

• Mr. Nuttall shared that Washington County has now posted the EMS Senior Coordinator job online.  
• Mr. Van Keuren shared that the Citizen Corps Work Group has started bidding to hire a videographer 

for a series of preparedness videos for the general public. [Note: Jeremy is coordinating with the RDPO 
Messaging Task Force, led by the RDPO Communications Coordinator, to ensure consistency in 
messaging between the videos and the work the Task Force has been doing to include disaster 
preparedness messaging in the Public Alerts upgrade expected for prime time by September.]  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17cH0FYWdLME8w4NwTyDUodfwHa1y8dnx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17cH0FYWdLME8w4NwTyDUodfwHa1y8dnx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qt0470Qf8KDmJuQbud8EZX34iSDLzDvr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qt0470Qf8KDmJuQbud8EZX34iSDLzDvr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHnBFrkSw5GXeH777z1zuS8GWvFnqWnp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHnBFrkSw5GXeH777z1zuS8GWvFnqWnp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHnBFrkSw5GXeH777z1zuS8GWvFnqWnp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHnBFrkSw5GXeH777z1zuS8GWvFnqWnp
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• Mr. Ubiadas reminded all that September is National Preparedness Month, and that the associated 
toolkit was released recently.  

• Next meeting: Joint PrC and SC, September 9, 1-3 PM, 4755 SW Griffith Drive, Beaverton, Room 330 
10. Adjourn 

• Chair Wheeler adjourned the meeting at 3:00 pm. 


